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In accordance with guidance from the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE), school 
buildings are planning to open in some capacity for in-person instruction and operations for the 
2020-21 school year following an immediate closure this past spring.  To ensure consistency 
with respect to the safety of school communities across the State, the NJDOE Guidance speaks 
specifically to health measures identified as "anticipated minimum standards."  These standards 
have been incorporated into this Restart and Recovery Plan for the Newton Public Schools.   

In collaboration with our stakeholders, this Plan has been developed to reopen schools in a way 
that meets local needs.  It is the product of the voices of our Newton school community 
including teachers, support staff, administrators, parents, students, board of education, and 
community members.  All groups were surveyed and/or provided opportunities for comment 
and critique. 

Each school (Merriam Avenue School, Halsted Middle School, and Newton High School) has 
formed a committee that will also serve as its pandemic response team.  The committees will 
adopt appropriate site-specific measures for reopening and operating their school buildings and 
communicate those measures to their staff, students, and parents.  

The Plan is organized by topics into five sections: Community Input; Health, Safety, and 
Facilities;  Instruction and Technology; Communication and Family Engagement; and Continuity 
of Operations.  Note: This is just a summary and does not replace a careful reading and 
understanding of the full plan. 

Community Input 

1. 95% of families and students report having access to reliable internet service. The 
district will be working with local providers to provide low cost access to the 
remaining 5%. 

2. The top three health standards favored by our stakeholders that are not required by the 
state are: (1) daily temperature screening for students, staff, and visitors; (2) face 
coverings required for students (they will be required for staff and visitors); and (3) 
flexible movement for students in and out of remote instruction by parent choice.  All 
three standards are included in this Plan. 

3. The second most popular choice for hybrid instruction was partial-day sessions where 
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students attend in-person in either the morning or afternoon and complete assignments 
remotely on the other portion of the day.  This is essential as a district option in order 
to accommodate families whether parents need to return to work or not. 

4. The top response on returning to school was “will return based on whatever safeguards 
the school district puts in place.”  The next section of this summary highlights some 
key health and safety requirements. 
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Again, this is just a summary and does not replace a careful reading and understanding of the 
full plan.  Questions or comments about this District Plan should be directed to Dr. Greene, the 
superintendent, by email at kgreene@newtonnj.org or by phone at 973-383-7392. 

Specific questions about School Level Operations should be directed to the building principal.  
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